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Older and newer attempts
Juanelo Torriano alias Gianello della 
Torre, (XVI century) a craftsman from 
Cremona, built for Emperor Charles V a 
mechanical young lady who was able to 
walk and play music by picking the strings 
of a real lute. 

Hiroshi Ishiguro, early XXI century  
Director of the Intelligent Robotics Laboratory, part of the Department 
of Adaptive Machine Systems at Osaka University, Japan 



Old ideas

34

   “If every tool, when ordered, or even of its own accord, could do the work 
that befits it, just as the creations of Daedalus moved of themselves . . . If the 
weavers' shuttles were to weave of themselves, then there would be no need 
either of apprentices for the master workers or of slaves for the lords.”  
                                              Aristotle  
                   (from Politics, Book 1, 1253b, 322 BC)  



Old ideas

35

   The part of the quote "or even of its own accord” is elsewhere 
translated as "or by seeing what to do in advance2" etc. (you may 
find maI think this is an important part of the quote, so it's good to 
go back to the original text: 
  Aristotle uses the word "προαισθανόµενον" – proaisthanomenon 
this means literaly: pro = before, aisthanomenon = perceiving, 
apprehending, understanding, learning (any of these meanings in 
this order of frequency) in my view it is clearly a word that is 
attributed to intelligent, living agents....i.e. ones with cognitive 
abilities (!)   
 

personal communication, Dr. Katerina Pastra 
Research Fellow 
Language Technology Group 
Institute for Language and Speech Processing 
Athens, Greece 



Old attempts

Jaquet-Droz Brothers (1720-1780) 



Old attempts

Karakuri Dolls
Chahakobi Ningyo (Tea 

Serving Doll) by SHOBEI 
Tamaya IX, and plan from 
'Karakuri Zuii' ('Karakuri -
 An Illustrated Anthology') 

published in 1796.
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Worldwide annual supply of 
industrial robots 2001 – 
2019*  

Source: IFR (International Federation of Robotics) World Robotics 2016 
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Data are very important, but they are not all in a digital economy. ACTIONS, MOBILITY and STRENGTH are 
also needed! Robotics: a great opportunity to innovate, connect and transform. Robotics is technology 

and business, but it is also creativity and fun! 

“[...] The size of the robotics market is projected to 
grow substantially to 2020s. This is a global market 
and Europe’s traditional competitors are fully 
engaged in exploiting it. Europe has a 32% share of 
the industrial market. Growth in this market alone is 
estimated at 8%-9% per annum. Predictions of up to 
25% annual growth are made for the service sector 
where Europe holds a 63% share of the non-military 
market.  […]” 

 
“[…] From today’s €22bn worldwide revenues, 

robotics industries are set to achieve annual sales of 
between €50bn and €62bn by 2020. […]” 

Robotics is one of the 12 disruptive technologies identified by 
McKinsey 
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Robotics market domains 

ICT enabling components 
and technologies, e.g.,  

MEMS, 4G, 5G 
•  The web and IoT pull 

new robotic applications 
•  Robotics expands the 

boundaries of the Web 
and of IoT 

•  The Web is an 
‘infrastracture’ of future 
robotics 

•  Robotics integrates 
enabling ICT components 

•  Robotics will drive the 
development of new ICT 
components 

•  Robotics pulls the 
development of next 
generation  
communication networks •  Creating new jobs in robotics

•  Creating new industrial opportunities (and jobs) 
• Taking advantage of robotics and automation to enable GDP growth

Robots 
and Jobs 



Why we need that? Today’s markets are turbulent 

    Many market researches since many years  (Zook et al., 2001, 
Ghemawat HBS Blog, 2007, Qin et al., 2008) show how the markets are 
becoming more and more ‘turbulent’: the demand of products (shifting 
towards service-products) becomes more and more diversified as product 
mix and as product quantity variation versus time. 



Digitalization	of	European	
Industry	EU	Strategy		

a.	Digitalization	of	Products	

b.	Digitalization	of	Services	

c.	Digitalizzazione	of	Processes	

	50	G€		of	investments	by	Bruxelles	should	generate	benefits	
on	industry	and	service	sectors	revenue	for	110	G€/year			
	



I4.0 Smart Factory accordin to SSSA 
IoT & 
IoH 

Human factors 
•  Etica 
•  Aspetti legali 
•  Aspetti 

socioeconomic
i  

•  Robot e lavoro 
•  Certificazioni 

di 
responsabilità 
sociale 

•  … 

Internet of Things 
and Internet of 
Humans 

Circular 
economy 

 
Informazione e 
comunicazione 

Sharing and 
social economy 

Towards I5.0 



FACTORY	4.0:		‘CENTAURO’	Project	
SCENARIOS	

iGrind	 iSort	

iTest	iWear	



This is a dismantling 
scenario! 
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Our early work on Circular Economy 

•  The initial approach to automation and 
robotics has always been focused on 
assembly whereas the managing of 
manufactured products at the end of their 
life cycle has been mostly neglected 

•  1993: disassembly and recycling becomes 
important factors in a society where the 
ecological and economical implication of 
manufacturing is increasing 

1993



Robots on the Shop-floor 
BIO-AUTOMATION :	 the	 new	 frontier	 of	
automation	 ‘eco’,	 bio-inspired	 and	 human	
centered	

DEEP	HUMAN	–	ROBOT	COOPERATION	



Bio-Automation: Deep Human-Robot cooperation (and workspace 
sharing) is needed for dismantling (and for lot of 1 artisan quality)   

Primary 
Raw 
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Riciclo e Riuso 
Disposal 



Event 

Location / Date 
Speaker  

Disassembly Robotic Tasks 
for Circular Economy  

 
Paolo Dario, Annagiulia Morachioli, Ilaria Strazzulla, Cecilia Laschi, Fabio Bonsignorio  

 Abu Dhabi 
25th January 2016 
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A nice side-effect of Industry 4.0 and CE: 
Economically and eco-sustainable refurbishment  
of low quality urban areas   
 

Richard and Su Rogers. Zip-Up Enclosures No. 1 and 2, 1968-71 
Model. On behalf of Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners 

KieranTimberlake Associates, Stephen Kieran and James Timberlake. 
Cellophane House (Exterior) 

Pictures from:  K. Tadashi Oshima, R. Waern (authors), B. Bergdoll and P. Christensen 
(eds). Home Delivery, The Museum of Modern Art, New York, (2008) 



Urban Refurbishment  
 

a)  Ambient Innovation; b) Industrialization; c) Site Automation; d) Robotic Deconstruction (‘dismantling 
of buildings and built environments’) 

 from T. Block. TARSA, Teaching Automation, Robotics and Services to Architects, (2010) 
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The second wave: the success stories 
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DARPA (American Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) challenges have demonstrated 
how current robots are becoming more accurate, fast and dexterous in structured and 

unstructured environments.   
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Not everything worked as expected! 
The second wave: the current approach shows some limitations 

81 

On the other hand the debriefing of DARPA DRC shows clearly that humanoid robots are still far 
from the required level of capabilities in fact many metrics, such as time-to-completion, 

are highly application or task specific. 

According to H.Yanco a minimum of 9 people were needed to 
teleoperate latest DRC’s robots!!!   
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Pursuing new frontiers: 
The robotics bottleneck 
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Today, more functionality means: 
•  more complexity, energy, computation, cost  

•  less controllability, efficiency, robustness, safety 
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1960 �
Birth of modern robotics

1970s �
Industrial Robotics

1980s �
Service and 
Humanoid  
Robotics

1990s �
Biomedical applications

2000s �
Bioinspiration

         1961
First published report on Bionics 
(Science Vol. 133 no. 3452 pp. 588-593

1958  
Major J. E. Steele coined the term Bionics

1970 �
Principle and practice of Bionics (Henning Edgar von 
Gierke, 1970)

 1976-78�
The Bionic Woman “killed” the newborn bionics 
(Von Gierke)

2006 �
BioRob International 
conference

2011
The BioRobotics Institute in 
Pisa

              2005�
PhD in BioRobotics at IMT 
(Lucca) and SSSA

2005+
Clinically implanted 
artificial organs and limbs 2009

IEEE Technical 
Committee in 
BioRobotics�

BioRo
botics

	

‘New’
	Bionic

s	

BioRobotics	
and	Bionics	

TODAY	Mid-2000s �
Neuro-robotics and Soft-

Robotics

1989
Robots and Biological Systems: Towards a New 
Bionics?
(Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Workshop on Robots and Biological Systems 
Editors: Dario, Paolo, Sandini, Giulio, Aebischer, Patrick) 

Bioengineering	

1975-1990
‘Anthropomorphic robotics’

BioRobotics and Bionics convergence  
 



BioRobotics and Bionics convergence  
 



BioRobotics and Bionics convergence  
 



BioRobotics and Bionics convergence  
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SCIENCE ROBOTICS 
 



The marvellous progress of Robotics and AI…'Look 
Ma, No Hands' syndrome? 

 



Also spracht Rodney Brooks J 
 
JUNE 17, 2017 — ESSAYS 
Edge Cases For Self Driving Cars      
rodneybrooks.com/edge-cases-for-self-driving-cars/ 
 

“Perhaps through this essay I will get the bee out of my bonnet that 
fully driverless cars are a lot further off than many techies, much of 
the press, and even many auto executives seem to think. They will 
get here and human driving will probably disappear in the lifetimes 
of many people reading this, but it is not going to all happen in the 
blink of an eye as many expect. There are lots of details to be 
worked out.” 



•  'Look Ma, No Hands' syndrome? 
•  Replication of experiments 
•  Performance benchmarks, challenges and competitions to 

allow comparisons of results  
•  Needed to foster research advancement and enable 

practical application of research achievements 
 
Much Needed to define ‘How good’ is a robot at performing 
tasks   



A bit of History 

Early stages
2008-2010 

• 2008 Euron establishes the GEM SIG (coordinated by me, John Hallam, Angel P. del Pobil as a 
small fundednetworking  project 

• Reproducibility issues in Robotics exposed at Euron General Meeting in Prague. 
• Many meetings help define the issues related to Benchmarking and  Good Experimental 
methodology in Robotics 

• 2009: The IEEE RAS TC on Performance Evaluation and Benchmarking of Robotics and 
Autonomous Systems (PEBRAS) is established   

2010-2016

•  More than 20 workshops at ICRA, IROS, RSS, ERF discuss the issues and propose 
solutions 

•  2015: the very first Special issues made of Reproducible paper on an high profile 
venue on IEEE R&A Magazine 

• 2015: the first IEEE RAS  Summer School on Reproducible Research in Robotics 

Today

• Still more workshops (the latest  at ICRA 2017 in Singapore)
• New cool upcoming initiatives on IEEE RAM
• The best is yet to come!



We are not alone: the ‘reproducibility crisis’ 
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An experiment in Robotics is a well defined (stochastically) 
repeatable set of (stochastically) reproducible behaviors in well 
defined set of (stochastically) similar set of environments (see clinical 
studies in Medicine, Biology, Psychology, etc.) 

101 



Dyson’s robot vacuum cleaner should be considered more 
intelligent than the Roomba?  
How to compare, classify and rank complex 
adaptive behaviors (Intelligent/Cognitive)?  
 

Performance evaluation



 
§  ‘description’ : a journal paper text+figures+ multimedia 
….according to GEM Guidelines (or similar) 

§  Data sets (attachments, not just ‘multimedia’ 

§  Complete ‘code’ identifiers and or downloadable code 
(executables may be enough) 

§  ‘HW’ description or HW identifier (if it is identifiable) 
 … 

A new kind of papers? 



Reproducible Research now an IEEE priority 
 
 
 
 
 

R(eproducible)-Articles on IEEE R&A Magazine 



Basic           Advanced 

Picture source: wikipedia http://www.equator-network.org/ 

Medium-Long term  
Prescribing criteria for statistical significance



https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-
review-badging

Medium-Long term  
Introducing more detailed classification of articles (see 
ACM ‘badging’ 



Statistical significance 
 

Picture source: 
wikipedia 

Is It Alive?

�149

Big Questions lie in front of us! 



1
2
6

Two views of intelligence

classical:  
cognition as computation

embodiment:  
cognition emergent from sensory-
motor and interaction processes

PARADIGM CLASHES  



Comparison and ranking 
Soft%Robotics:%a%working%definition

Variable%impedance%actuators%and%
stiffness%control

∗ Actuators%with%variable%impedance%
∗ Compliance/impedance%control%
∗ Highly%flexible%(hyperBredundant%or%

continuum)%robots

Use%of%soft%materials%in%robotics
∗ Robots%made%of%soft%materials%that%undergo%

high%deformations%in%interaction%
∗ Soft%actuators%and%soft%components%
∗ Control%partially%embedded%in%the%robot%

morphology%and%mechanical%properties

IEEE#Robotics#and#Automation#Magazine,% 
Special%Issue%on%Soft%Robotics,%2008%

A.%AlbuBSchaffer%et%al.%(Ed.s)

Kim%S.,%Laschi%C.,%and%Trimmer%B.%(2013)%Soft%robotics:%a%bioinspired%evolution%in%
robotics,%Trends#in#Biotechnology,%April%2013.%
Laschi%C.%and%Cianchetti%M.%(2014)%“Soft%Robotics:%new%perspectives%for%robot%
bodyware%and%control”%Frontiers#in#Bioengineering#and#Biotechnology,%2(3)

Embodied(Intelligence(or( 
Morphological(Computation:( 

the(modern(view(of(Artificial(Intelligence

Classical'approach'
The(focus(is(on(the(brain(and(central(

processing

Modern'approach'
The(focus(is(on(interaction(with(the(

environment.(Cognition(is(emergent(from(
system?environment(interaction

Rolf Pfeifer and Josh C. Bongard, How the body shapes the way we think: a new view of 
intelligence, The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 2007
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The crashed Tesla S car involved in the first fatal  self 
driving car accident on May 7th 2016. Source: Reuters 

Not ‘academic issues’ 
 



As	early	as	in	2001	the	first	RoboEthics	workshop		
was	held	in	Pisa	at	SSSA	

DustBot	FP6	Project	2006-2009		took	waste	
collecting	robots	in	the	streets	of	the	Tuscan	‘borgo’	
of	Peccioli…From	that	experience	‘Law	issues’	with	
massive	deployment	of	robots	became	clear	
….Guess	who	started	the	discussion	leading	to	the	
RoboLaw	Project	2011-2014)	coordinated	by	SSSA.	
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RoboLaw’s Guidelines and SSSA have already 
heavily influenced the EU’s Lawmakers work… 







INDEPENDENT 
& ACTIVE 
AGEING

Supporting 
independence of 

elderly 

Uncoped issues:  
The new Needs of ageing societies

Quality of Life

Without  devices and services
Effects of prevention
Effects of support and compensation
Effects of indipendent and active ageing

PREVENTION
Supporting and 

maintaining  
cognitive and 
motor abilities 
before severe 

diseases 

COMPENSATION 
& SUPPORT
Supporting 

cognitive and 
motor abilities 
after severe 

diseases

ΔQoL

ΔQoL

ΔAge Age

Some outcomes from AAL2 and RobotEra Projects, Paolo Dario coordinated RobotEra. 
Filippo Cavallo (also from our group) was the pm.
 



Internet of 
Things

Service 
Robotics

How can STI (Science, Technology and Innovation) contribute to the new 
needs of ageing societies?

Communicati
on Mobile

Home 
Automation
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MEMS Medical 
Electronics

Wearable 
Systems Big Data

Additive 
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Ethical Issues 

1
7
1

“Despite the possible benefits,…:  
(1)  the potential reduction in the amount of human contact; 
(2)  an increase in the feelings of objectification and loss of control;  
(3)  a loss of privacy;  
(4)  a loss of personal liberty;  
(5)  deception and infantilisation;  
(6)  the circumstances in which elderly people should be allowed to control robots  
We conclude by balancing the care benefits against the ethical costs. If introduced 
with foresight and careful guidelines, robots and robotic technology could improve 
the lives of the elderly, reducing their dependence, and creating more 
opportunities for social interaction”  
 



Ethical Issues 

1
7
2

“Despite the possible benefits,…:  
(1)  the potential reduction in the amount of human contact; 
(2)  an increase in the feelings of objectification and loss of control;  
(3)  a loss of privacy;  
(4)  a loss of personal liberty;  
(5)  deception and infantilisation;  
(6)  the circumstances in which elderly people should be allowed to control robots  
We conclude by balancing the care benefits against the ethical costs. If introduced 
with foresight and careful guidelines, robots and robotic technology could improve 
the lives of the elderly, reducing their dependence, and creating more 
opportunities for social interaction”  
 





Carry-home	messages	(and	remarks)	(1)	
We	will	need	to	dramatically	increase	work	productivity	not	only	to	cope	with	a	shrinking	work-
force	and	growing	number	of	people	in	old	and	very	old	age,	but	also	to	mobilize	resources	to	
help	the	ecologically	sustainable	development	of	the	global	economy	and	provide	food	and	
infrastructures	to	billions	of	more	people.		

•  A	steep	progress	in	Robotics	and	AI	seems	a	dramatic	necessity	in	this	context.		

•  The	Advanced	Mechatronic	Technologies	of	the	‘Second	Wave’	will	have	tremendous	impact	

•  It	seems	unlikely	that	they	can	provide	satisfactory	‘companions’	or	life-like	robustenss	and	
adaptation	

•  An	evidence-based	answer	to	this	question	requires	a	boost	in	the	ways	research	is	
performed	and	reported	

•  To	enable	the	‘Third	Wave’	of	Robotics	a	massive	effort	will	be	needed	(also	in	terms	of	
dramatically	improved	research	methodologies	as	existing	results	are	‘anedoctical’)	



•  We	will	have	to	structure/digitalize	living	spaces	to	be	able	to	exploit	the	existing	and	close	
future	available	technologies	

•  Given	the	cognitive/perception	limits	of	current	robots,	teleoperation,	scalable	autonomy	
and	in	general	human-in-the-loop	solutions	will	work	better	

•  Non	obvious	human-in-the-loop	solutions:	prosthetics,	body-augmentation,	artificial	organs,	
high-bandwidth	BCI/BRI	

•  We	should	take	care	of	the	disciplinary	interfaces	with	traslational	genomics,	connectomics,	
brain	sciences,	digital	medicine,	emerging	rejuvenating	technologies,	to	pursue	successful	
holistic	solutions	for	late	age	healthy	and	independent	living		

•  We	will	still	(sometimes	remotely	operating)	need	human	caregivers:	we	should	not	leave	
elders	and	impaired	persons	alone	with	deceptive	robot	‘companions’(it	would/will	make	
sense	iff/when	we	will	have	conscious	robots,	that	would	open	a	huge	number	of	different	
issues,	though).	Hopefully	Industry	4.0,	Robotics	and	AI	(	and	what	will	follow)	will	free	
human	resources!	

	

	

	

	

	

		

Digitalization	of	Processes	

	50	G€		of	investments	by	Bruxelles	should	generate	benefits	
on	industry	and	service	sectors	revenue	for	110	G€/year			
	

Carry-home	messages	(and	remarks)	(2)	



A	Weberian	approach	
	
Ø 	Ethics	of	conviction	
(Gesinnungsethik)	

Ø 	Ethics	of	responsibility	
(Verantwortungsethik).		

				We	need	DATA	and	EVIDENCE	
	

Maximilian Karl Emil "Max" Weber (German: [ˈmaks 
ˈveːbɐ]; 21 April 1864 – 14 June 1920) was a 
German sociologist, philosopher, jurist, political 
economist. Weber is often cited, with Émile 
Durkheim and Karl Marx, as among the three 
founders of sociology. (Source: Wikipedia)



A rant for global 
cooperation! 

 



 
 

 

the promise of robotics…. 



It is our generation’s responsibility to make the 
right choices.  

 
The future can be bright. 

 

Thank you! 
 
 

fabio.bonsignorio@gmail.com 

 
 


